Durable elimination of high affinity, T cell-dependent antibodies by low molecular weight antigen arrays in vivo.
Ongoing Ab responses to a T cell-dependent Ag can be suppressed in hyperimmune animals by exogenous, multivalent Ag arrays. The pharmacologic basis for this suppression was studied by varying the molecular mass, ligand valence, and dose of Ag arrays, and then determining their efficacy, pharmacokinetics, and tissue distribution. Arrays ranging in molecular mass from 30 to 500 kDa caused initial clearance of specific serum Abs, but only the smaller arrays caused persistent suppression despite their relatively lower binding avidity and shorter retention in vivo. Suppression by the smaller arrays at lower doses was biphasic, implying two distinct modes of Ab elimination. High affinity IgG was eliminated preferentially, as shown by calibrated variable ligand-density ELISA. Suppressive arrays were localized discretely in the splenic germinal centers of hyperimmune animals. These results indicate that Ag array mass, ligand valence, and dose all play critical roles, and histologic compartmentalization may also be a pertinent parameter, in determining suppressive efficacy in vivo.